
 

 

 

Resolution 2015.03 Banning the Use 
of Neonicotinoid Pesticides 
Education and Health 
Ontario Provincial Council 

2015.03 Banning the Use of Neonicotinoid Pesticides 

Whereas, Neonicotinoid pesticides are increasingly found in the ecosystem, posing a 
risk to pollinators, birds and aquatic invertebrates; and 

Whereas, Neonicotinoid pesticides, widely used in Canadian agriculture and 
horticulture, are a class of neuro-active, nicotine-based insecticides; therefore, be it 

Resolved, That national council of The Catholic Women’s League of Canada, in 95th 
annual national convention assembled, urge the federal government to ban the use of 
neonicotinoid pesticides; and be it further 

Resolved, That this resolution be forwarded through the national executive to the other 
ten provincial councils, encouraging them to become aware of this issue as it pertains to 
their province/territory, and to act on it, as deemed necessary/prudent. 

BRIEF: Banning the Use Of Neonicotinoid Pesticides 



In recent years, there have been sharp declines in pollinators in Canada. Pollinators 
include honey bees, bumble bees, wild bees, moths, flies, wasps, beetles, bats and 
birds. Without them, the production of numerous fruit, berry and vegetable crops, as 
well as forages and oilseeds, would not be possible. Parts of Canada have seen large-
scale honey bee deaths, as well as declines in other pollinators, which research has 
linked to exposure to neonicotinoid pesticides (Miller). 

In Canada, a pesticide must be evaluated and approved by Health Canada’s Pest 
Management Regulatory Agency. The product is registered federally under the Pest 
Control Products Act. Each province can regulate the sale, use, storage, transportation 
and disposal of the pesticide under its own legislation (Health Canada Consumer 
Product Safety Report). 

Neonicotinoid pesticides were originally introduced in 1995 to control the Colorado 
potato beetle. They are widely used as seed treatments on most corn, canola, soya 
beans and wheat, as foliar spray on fruit, berry and vegetable crops, on greenhouse 
seedlings and plants, and can be an active ingredient in pet protection against fleas and 
ticks. These pesticides act systemically, being taken up into the plant and transported 
throughout all its leaves, flowers, pollen and nectar. The soil around the treated seed is 
toxic and the toxicity can persist for years. Since the chemicals are water soluble, field 
puddles and run-off to waterways often contain pesticide residue. Neonicotinoid 
pesticides are at least 5,000 to 10,000 times more toxic than DDT 
(dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane), which was banned in 1970 for agricultural use in 
Canada (Leahy). Exposure to pollinators occurs when they come in contact with 
contaminated dust that is generated during the planting of treated seeds. The dust can 
cover the cultivated field and be deposited on wild plants and grasses growing in the 
area. Since planting season is primarily in May and June, there is often a wide array of 
foraging plants available to the pollinators. Pollinators are also exposed to neonicotinoid 
pesticides through the pollen, nectar and the liquid droplets exuded by some plants. For 
honey bees and other pollinators, this dosage of the pesticide can cause interference 
with foraging, reduced reproduction and queen production, and impaired immune 
function, making them susceptible to deadly viruses. 

A Health Canada report concluded that the 2012 and 2013 planting of neonicotinoid-
treated corn seeds contributed to the majority of the bee mortalities that occurred in the 
corn-growing regions of Ontario and Quebec. In Ontario, over the past eight years, the 
average overwintering loss of bee colonies has been 34%, more than double the 15% 
loss rate that apiculturists consider acceptable (Health Canada Consumer Product 
Safety Report, 2013). The rusty-patched bumble bee (Bombus affinis), which was once 
the fourth most common bumble bee species in southern Ontario and southwestern 
Quebec, is now on the endangered species list. The most pressing threats to the 
species include pesticide use, disease and habitat loss (Miller). 

A study conducted by Friends of the Earth shows many of the nurseries that provide 
bee and butterfly attractive plants continue to use persistent, systemic neonicotinoid 



insecticides, which have been shown to impair the health and survival of the very 
pollinators they wish to attract (Friends of the Earth). 

The Worldwide Integrated Assessment of the Impact of Systemic Pesticides on 
Biodiversity and Ecosystems created the Task Force on Systemic Pesticides, consisting 
of 50 independent global scientists who examined over 800 published articles on these 
insecticides. They concluded the combination of precautionary use, persistence, 
mobility, systemic properties and chronic toxicity is predicted to result in substantial 
impacts on biodiversity and ecosystem functioning (Van Der Sluijs). 

The evidence is steadily mounting that neonicotinoid pesticides can cause serious harm 
to pollinators. Health Canada is urged to ban this pesticide to avoid an environmental 
and ecological catastrophe. 
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Action Plan 

1. Purchase organic plant seedlings or grow plants from untreated seeds in organic 
potting soil for home gardens. 

2. Advise local nursery managers you will only purchase plants free of neonicotinoids 
and ask managers to communicate your request to their suppliers. 

3. Avoid the use of systemic bee-toxic pesticides in your garden. These products may 
contain acetamiprid, clothianidin, imidacloprid, thiamethoxam, thiacloprid and 
dinotefuran as active ingredients. Use insecticidal soaps or oils and other eco-friendly 
pest control methods. 

4. If you have these products at home, dispose of them as municipal hazardous waste 
or take them back to the store where you bought them. 

5. Provide habitat for pollinators by planting pollinator-friendly trees and flowers. 

6. Contact your local members of parliament and members of the legislative assembly 
requesting a ban on the widespread use of these pesticides. 

 

 

 

 



 

NORAHG RESPONSE 
 
 
  
―――――――――――――――――――― 
  
  
  
The Catholic Women’s League of Canada DEMANDS PROHIBITION against 
Neonicotinoid Insecticides used by the Agriculture Industry ?!?!   
  

http://cwl.ca/resolution-2015-03-banning-the-use-of-neonicotinoid-pesticides/ 

  
Really ?!?!  
  
WHO THE #@!!% DO YOU THINK YOU ARE ?!?!  
  
You are Silly & Ultracrepidarian Lunatics ! 
  
  
  
―――――――――――――――――――― 
  
  
  
The Catholic Women’s League of Canada 
  

FIRST   ―   YOU SILLY LUNATICS   ―   BEES ARE NOT BEING HARMED 
BY NEONICOTINOID INSECTICIDES 
  
  
No one needs to worry about Neonicotinoid Insecticides used in the 
Agriculture Industry since ALL pest control products are GOVERNMENT 
APPROVED, SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE, PRACTICALLY NON TOXIC, and CAUSE 
NO HARM, to CHILDREN, to ADULTS, to the ENVIRONMENT, and even to 
BEES. 
  
There are dozens of jurisdictions that HAVE KEPT BEES SAFE regardless of 
the use of Neonicotinoid Insecticides, such as Australia.   
http://tinyurl.com/qb7sshl    
  



Australia uses Neonicotinoid Insecticides, like the rest of the world, however, 
AUSTRALIAN HONEY BEES ARE NOT IN DECLINE. 
  
It is a MYTH that bees are somehow being harmed by Neonicotinoid 
Insecticides.  
  
Since it appears that The Catholic Women’s League of Canada intends to 
DESPICABLY TO CONCOCT FALSE ALLEGATIONS BY USING BEE LOSSES AS 
WEAPONS OF ENVIRONMENTAL TERROR AND ANTI-PESTICIDE 
PROPAGANDA, it comes as NO SURPRISE that it believes to have some 
expertise regarding pest control products, when, in fact, IT HAS NONE ! 
  
Hence, The Catholic Women’s League of Canada is affectionately referred to 
as Ultracrepidarian Lunatics ! 
  
Only Health Canada and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency ( USEPA ) 
have the ESSENTIAL EXPERTISE concerning pest control products. 
  
The safety assessments of pest control products by Health Canada and US 
EPA DO take bees into consideration. 
  
Overall, there are NO SCIENTIFICALLY VALID REPORTS of problems with 
bees. 
  
The IMAGINED DANGER against these Neonicotinoid Insecticides has led to 
CHEMOPHOBIA among Silly Lunatics such as The Catholic Women’s League 
of Canada, which is expressing MOCK-CONCERNS regarding so-called Bee 
Colony Collapse Disorder.   http://wp.me/p1jq40-6WJ   
http://wp.me/P1jq40-2BA   http://wp.me/p1jq40-6H8   
http://wp.me/p1jq40-7ty    
  
  
  
―――――――――――――――――――― 
  
  
  
The Catholic Women’s League of Canada 
  

TWO   ―   YOU SILLY LUNATICS   ―   YOU ARE ULTRACREPIDARIAN !  
  
  
« Ultracrepidarian »  ―  someone who doesn’t know what they’re 
talking about. 



  
In plain language, The Catholic Women’s League of Canada HAS NO #@!!% 
IDEA WHAT IT IS TALKING ABOUT ! 
  
The public can be REASSURED that there is NO growing body of scientific 
evidence against Neonicotinoid Insecticides. 
  
The ONLY evidence that exists is that The Catholic Women’s League of 
Canada is SCIENTIFICALLY ILLITERATE. 
  
The Catholic Women’s League of Canada is UNABLE to provide bodies, 
bodies, bodies. 
  
Bodies of REAL evidence. 
  
Bodies of REAL evidence, and NOT JUNK SCIENCE REPORTS that have been 
DOMESTICALLY AND INTERNATIONALLY REFUTED AND DISCREDITED. 
  
Catholic Women’s League of Canada somehow VALIDATES its DEMANDS for 
PROHIBITION by citing statements from include Friends of the Earth, Task 
Force on Systemic Pesticides, and Ontario Beekeepers’ Association. 
  
Really ?!?!  
  
These organizations have already been UNMASKED and DEBUNKED ! 
  
Where is The Catholic Women’s League of Canada REAL scientific evidence 
?!?!   
  
Make the evidence available for public review. 
  
We say  ...  SHOW US THE BODIES.  
  
  
  

BACKGROUND INFORMATION  ―  Ontario Bee-Keepers’ Association ( OBA ) operates as an anti-pesticide & environmental 
organization which is renegade, destructive, reckless, and subversive.   http://wp.me/P1jq40-7NX   It conspires to impose 
reckless and arbitrary prohibition against pest control products used in the agriculture industry.  Prohibition is demanded by 
OBA’s #@!!% bee-keeper-activists under the false pretext that the principal problem leading to so-called bee colony 
collapse disorder is neonicotinoid insecticides.  This is false !  Ontario Bee-Keepers’ Association does not know what it is 
talking about since it is a mere trade association.  It is not a science organization.  It is not a research organization.  No one 
at OBA has any recognized training, background, or expertise in matters concerning neonicotinoid insecticides.  Their 
opinions are utterly valueless and totally worthless !  Ontario Bee-Keepers’ Association ( OBA ) operates as a mere 
propaganda shield for Sierra Club of Canada  ―  an alliance with a mindless environmental group.   http://wp.me/P1jq40-
7tH   Sierra Club may be mindless, deceiving, and sickening, and yet, it is firmly in control of Ontario Bee-Keepers’ 
Association.   http://wp.me/p1jq40-7sq   Under Sierra’s control, Ontario Bee-Keepers’ Association is operated by #@!!% 
non-expert bee-keeper-activists, who mis-represent the existing facts, and hence gleefully avoiding sound science in order 
to promote reckless and arbitrary prohibition.  The actions and manner of OBA’s #@!!% bee-keeper-activists are marked by 
extreme recklessness such as the arbitrary imposition of anti-pesticide prohibition.  An example of OBA’s extreme 



recklessness occurred on July 7th, 2014, the government of Ontario stated that it intends to become the first province to 
restrict ( i.e. prohibit ) the use of neonicotinoid insecticides, a decision based upon its bee health working group which was 
composed of OBA’s #@!!% bee-keeper-activists.  http://wp.me/p1jq40-87y   A rigged undemocratic majority vote by 
Ontario Bee Health Working Group unjustifiably validated and supported arbitrary prohibition against neonicotinoid 
insecticides used in the agriculture industry.   http://wp.me/p1jq40-7a5   http://wp.me/P1jq40-895   We were so screwed 
by OBA’s activists that infested Ontario Bee Health Working Group !   http://wp.me/P1jq40-895   If⁄when prohibition is 
arbitrarily imposed against neonicotinoid insecticides, Ontario Bee-Keepers’ Association will be held accountable.  OBA’s 
#@!!% bee-keeper-activists will say anything and will do anything in order to attract enviro-profit in the form of provincial 
compensation.  OBA’s #@!!% bee-keeper-activists are greedy and avaricious, and care only about enviro-profit from 
unjustifiable provincial compensation based upon lies about bee losses.   http://wp.me/p1jq40-7VI   http://wp.me/p1jq40-
77N   If⁄when prohibition against neonicotinoid insecticides is imposed, observers point out to how much more unjustified 
compensation will become available to OBA’s #@!!% bee-keeper-activists.  Canadian honey council does not agree with 
OBA’s #@!!% bee-keeper-activists !  Prohibition is not even listed as the top three concerns of bee-keepers, according to 
Canadian Honey Council, which is the trade association that represents bee-keepers all across the nation.  Canadian honey 
council recommends education, varroa mite research, and bee importation are the top three concerns that would help bee 
health, and not prohibition.   http://tinyurl.com/pe3ujsj   Moreover, Canadian Honey Council actively opposes prohibition 
against neonicotinoid insecticides, arguing that, with prohibition, the destruction of the agriculture industry would be 
extensive, and that even if prohibition were imposed, there would be no notable change in any bee losses.   
http://wp.me/p1jq40-7sq   OBA’s #@!!% bee-keeper-activists appear to be unable and unwilling to control their mite and 
disease problems, and appear to prefer concocting mis-information about neonicotinoid insecticides for mere greed and 
profit.  There is no bee crisis !  OBA’s #@!!% bee-keeper-activists are wrong about neonicotinoid insecticides since the 
weight of the scientific evidence clearly shows that neonicotinoid insecticides cause no harm to bees.   
http://wp.me/p1jq40-6H8   http://wp.me/p1jq40-7sq   Ontario Bee-Keepers’ Association is operated by #@!!% non-expert 
bee-keeper-activists.  This renegade, destructive, reckless, and subversive trade association must be stopped !  For more 
information about ONTARIO BEE-KEEPERS’ ASSOCIATION, go to The Pesticide Truths Web-Site  …  http://wp.me/P1jq40-
7NX   http://wp.me/p1jq40-8aQ    

  
  
  

BACKGROUND INFORMATION  ―  Friends of the Earth is DECEIVING the public about neonicotinoid insecticides with its 
Task Force On Systemic Pesticides.  The IUCN assessment against these insecticides is merely an amateurish attempt to 
perform pesticide research.  The IUCN assessment has been discredited since its finding could not even be published in any 
peer-reviewed and legitimate scientific journal.  On June 24th, 2014, a non-expert assessment by International Union for 
the Conservation of Nature ( IUCN, a.k.a. Task Force On Systemic Pesticides ), a pesticide-hating lobby-organization, alleged 
that neonicotinoid insecticides MAY be harming a range of species and MAY be responsible for so-called bee colony collapse 
disorder.  This assessment by IUCN has been DISCREDITED, but, unfortunately has been FRAUDULENTLY USED by 
pesticide-hating fanatics in their conspiracy to recklessly and arbitrarily impose prohibition against neonicotinoid insecticides 
!   http://wp.me/p1jq40-86b   IUCN’s reckless and arbitrary demands to prohibit against neonicotinoid insecticides will not 
resolve so-called bee colony collapse disorder, and will not help bee-keepers with their pest problems.  The fraudulent mis-
use of the non-expert IUCN report is designed to alarm and enrage the public into arriving at inappropriate conclusions 
about neonicotinoid insecticides.  The non-expert IUCN report concocts the story that there is some kind of bee crisis.  
There is NO bee crisis.  Clearly, the principal mandate of IUCN has been to attract more members, more donations, and 
more profit by scamming the public with the concoction of fraudulent lies and imaginary danger about neonicotinoid 
insecticides.  There is a growing and conclusive body of evidence about IUCN squandering and misappropriating its public 
donations on subversive and partisan anti-pesticide conspiracies.  There is also conclusive evidence that IUCN is interfering 
with partisan politics, and is in violation of taxation laws in several jurisdictions.  Consequently, IUCN does not deserve any 
donations or support.  Nor does it deserve a charity tax-exempt status.  Scientific research shows, as reported through EPA’s 
and Health Canada’s vast scientific database, that no harm will occur to bees when neonicotinoid insecticides are used 
properly.  There is NO bee crisis.  Science and statistics do not support IUCN’s reckless and arbitrary demands to prohibit 
against neonicotinoid insecticides.  There are no IUCN activists who have any background, training, or education in matters 
concerning neonicotinoid insecticides.  Any IUCN opinion is valueless and worthless.  If we had less conventional 
neonicotinoid use in the environment, we would still have bee colony collapse disorder, because many bee-keepers are not 
competent to manage their hives.  The whole truth about neonicotinoid insecticides can be found at  ...   
http://wp.me/P1jq40-2BA   http://wp.me/p1jq40-6WJ   http://wp.me/p1jq40-6H8   The whole truth about IUCN can be 
found in the following report   …   http://wp.me/p1jq40-85q    

  
  
  
―――――――――――――――――――― 
  
  



  
The Catholic Women’s League of Canada 
  

THREE   ―   YOU SILLY LUNATICS   ―   THERE IS NO BEE CRISIS 
  
  
Silly Lunatics such as The Catholic Women’s League of Canada are 
demanding that governments go to EXTREME LENGTHS TO IMPOSE 
RECKLESS AND ARBITRARY PROHIBITION against Neonicotinoid Insecticides 
used in the Agriculture Industry.   
  
Silly Lunatics such as The Catholic Women’s League of Canada 
RIDICULOUSLY ASSUME that insecticides are somehow causing so-called 
Bee Colony Collapse Disorder unless it can be proven that they do not.  
  
It is INESCAPABLE that ALLEGATIONS by The Catholic Women’s League of 
Canada about insecticides are FALSE !   
  
The Catholic Women’s League of Canada merely PRETENDS THERE IS A BEE 
CRISIS.   
  
  
  

BACKGROUND INFORMATION  ―  There is NO bee crisis in Ontario.  According to Ontario Premier Wynne  ―  «  Although 
large bee die-offs have been observed in Ontario apiaries, they are NOT OCCURRING UNIFORMLY across all operations or 
areas of the province  ―  many bee-keeping operations HAVE NOT BEEN AFFECTED and have been able to maintain strong 
and healthy bee colonies as evidenced by hive strength and honey production  ».   http://wp.me/p1jq40-7Mw   Bee-keepers 
know full well that varroa mites are the primary problem associated with bee losses, and not neonicotinoid insecticides.  
Science and statistics DO NOT SUPPORT demands to prohibit against neonicotinoid insecticides in agriculture.  
PROHIBITION WILL NOT SAVE BEES.   http://tinyurl.com/pxqzh6m    

  
  
  

BACKGROUND INFORMATION  ―  Prohibition against neonicotinoid insecticides will NOT resolve so-called bee colony 
collapse disorder, and will NOT help bee-keepers with their pest problems.  There is NO bee crisis in Canada.  According to 
Statistics Canada, there is NO bee crisis since the number of honey bee colonies are UP, and NOT DOWN, in the province of 
Ontario and across Canada.   http://wp.me/p1jq40-7sq   There is NO bee crisis in Canada, since Canada’s honey yield is 
twice the world’s average, according to Agriculture Canada.   http://wp.me/s1jq40-28297   Canadian Honey Council actively 
opposes prohibition against neonicotinoid insecticides, arguing that, with prohibition, the destruction of the agriculture 
industry would be extensive, and that even if prohibition were imposed, there would be NO notable change in any bee 
losses.   http://wp.me/p1jq40-7sq   Canadian Honey Council is the trade association that represents ALL bee-keepers across 
the nation.  And, there is NO bee crisis in Ontario, since large bee losses are NOT occurring uniformly across Ontario, 
according to Ontario Premier Kathleen Wynne.   http://wp.me/p1jq40-7Mw   There is NO bee crisis in Canada, since only a 
very limited number of bee-keepers have reported losses due to so-called bee-colony collapse disorder, less than 1.0 per 
cent, according to Health Canada.   http://wp.me/P1jq40-2BA  There is NO bee crisis since science and statistics do NOT 
support demands to prohibit against neonicotinoid insecticides in the agriculture industry.  If we had less conventional 
neonicotinoid use in the environment, we would still have bee colony collapse disorder, because many bee-keepers are NOT 
competent to manage their hives.  Prohibition will NOT save bees.   http://tinyurl.com/pxqzh6m   For the whole truth 
regarding BEES, go to The Pesticide Truths Web-Site  ...   http://wp.me/p1jq40-6WJ   http://wp.me/P1jq40-2BA   
http://wp.me/p1jq40-6H8   http://wp.me/p1jq40-7ty    

  
  



  
―――――――――――――――――――― 
  
  
  
The Catholic Women’s League of Canada 
  

FOUR   ―   YOU SILLY LUNATICS   ―   YOU HAVE JOINED THE BEE-
KEEPER INSANITY ! 
  
  
According to Albert Einstein, the definition of INSANITY is doing the same 
thing OVER AND OVER AGAIN and expecting different results. 
  
What is the definition of BEE-KEEPER INSANITY ?!?! 
  
Here is an example.   
  
Ontario bee-keepers allege having lost nearly 38 per cent of their bees 
winter 2014-2015, a rate that was more than three times the national 
average of other provinces.   
  
Seemingly, Ontario bee-keepers are losing their bees OVER AND OVER 
AGAIN.   
  
Why is this INSANITY happening ?!?!   
  
Observers have concluded that many Ontario bee-keepers have NO IDEAU 
WHAT THEY ARE DOING, and are simply NOT COMPETENT to raise bees.   
  
Ontario bee-keepers are KILLING THEIR OWN BEES OVER AND OVER AGAIN.   
  
The alleged losses of bees are, in fact, the fault of these bee-keepers and 
their mis-management practices.   
  
Bee-keepers are responsible since they appear to be UNABLE or UNWILLING 
or NOT COMPETENT ENOUGH to mitigate the REAL issues that harm bees.   
  
They prefer to remain INCOMPETENT at bee-keeping, and expect the 
government to shower them with vast sums of UNJUSTIFIABLE 
COMPENSATION.    http://tinyurl.com/l8odbpc   http://wp.me/p1jq40-77N    
http://wp.me/p1jq40-7VI    
  



Why are only a very limited number of bee-keepers affected ?!?!  
  
Because they represent THE INCOMPETENT bee-keepers with the INSANE 
management practices.   
  
These bee-keepers kill their own bees, and NOT neonicotinoid insecticides.   
  
COMPETENT bee-keepers readily admit that poor hive management ( i.e. 
starvation, weak colonies, fungal infections, and mite infestations ) and 
weather are most likely to blame for bee losses.   
  
INCOMPETENT bee-keepers falsely blame their bee losses on neonicotinoid 
insecticide, and believe that they are ENTITLED TO UNJUSTIFIABLE 
GOVERNMENT COMPENSATION.   
  
When will this BEE-KEEPER INSANITY end ?!?!   
  
Why doesn’t The Catholic Women’s League of Canada investigate the killing 
of bees by bee-keepers ?!?!   
  
Ontario bee-keepers who lose their bees OVER AND OVER AGAIN without 
changing their management practices can only be described as INSANE AND 
INCOMPETENT.   
  
  
  

BACKGROUND INFORMATION  ―  The alleged losses of bees are, in fact, the FAULT of the Bee-Keepers and their MIS-
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES.  THEY are responsible, and NOT Neonicotinoid Insecticides.  Some Bee-Keepers HAVE NO IDEA 
WHAT THEY ARE DOING, leading some observers to conclude that Bee-Keepers may NOT BE COMPETENT TO RAISE BEES.  
Why are only a VERY LIMITED NUMBER of Bee-Keepers affected ?!?!  Why don’t government inspectors and specialists 
investigate the killing of bees by Bee-Keepers ?!?!  These officials must test the Bee-Keepers’ residences and clothing for 
residue.  Observers point out to how much money the Bee-Keepers will make once they launch a class-action lawsuit that is 
supported by a RECKLESS & PROFIT-MOTIVATED FANATICAL PROHIBITION against Neonicotinoid Insecticides.  Pesticide-
Hating Bee-Keepers will  SAY ANYTHING and DO ANYTHING in order to increase the PROFIT of their vested interests.  
Observers believe Pesticide-Hating Bee-Keepers LIE about the loss of their bees.  Even the most prominent Bee-Keepers, 
like Randy Oliver, OPENLY DISAGREE WITH THEM.  See link below.  Bee-Keepers also CONCEAL the fact that bee losses are 
actually the fault of THEIR MIS-MANAGEMENT PRACTICES.  Overall, there is NO legitimate scientific evidence that suggests 
a link between Neonicotinoid Insecticides and bee losses.  There is NO other recourse but litigation and complaints !  
Manufacturers and agricultural businesses must sue the Pesticide-Hating Bee-Keepers’ brains out !  They must STOP any 
proposed FANATICAL PROHIBITION, whatever the cost may be !  They must demand that any FANATICAL PROHIBITION be 
STOPPED, forever.  For more information concerning LITIGATION, go to   ...    http://wp.me/p1jq40-8FZ   Let the Bee 
Conspiracy Fanatics face the spotlight of scrutiny and the terror of the courts.  FANATICAL PROHIBITION WILL NOT SAVE 
BEES.   http://tinyurl.com/pxqzh6m   For more information regarding BEE-KEEPERS KILLING THEIR OWN BEES and RANDY 
OLIVER, go to The Pesticide Truths Web-Site  ...   http://wp.me/p1jq40-7fX   For more information regarding BEES, go to  
...   http://wp.me/P1jq40-2BA   http://wp.me/p1jq40-6WJ   http://wp.me/p1jq40-6H8    

  
  
  
―――――――――――――――――――― 
  



  
  
The Catholic Women’s League of Canada 
  

FIVE   ―   YOU SILLY LUNATICS   ―   HOW DARE YOU MOCK-VALIDATE 
GORD MILLER AND HIS BOGUS DDT COMPARISON ?!?!   
  
  
Is The Catholic Women’s League of Canada operating as a SHIELD for Green 
Party ?!?!  
  
Before joining the RADICAL Green Party in 2015, Gord Miller WAS the 
environmental commissioner of Ontario who SUBVERSIVELY CONSPIRED TO 
IMPOSE RECKLESS AND ARBITRARY PROHIBITION against Neonicotinoid 
Insecticides used by the Agriculture Industry.    
http://wp.me/p1jq40-8wd    
  
NO ONE, including Miller, can PROVE that there is a bee crisis with 
Neonicotinoid Insecticides.   
  
There is NO REAL EVIDENCE to suggest a link between Neonicotinoid 
Insecticides and so-called Bee Colony Collapse Disorder.   
  
PREPOSTEROUS AND UNSCIENTIFIC COMPARISONS to DDT will NOT 
validate any demands for Neonicotinoid-Hating PROHIBITION.   
  
THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NO COMPARISON BETWEEN NEONICOTINOIDS AND 
DDT !  
  
The use of this comparison CLEARLY SHOWS that The Catholic Women’s 
League of Canada HAS NO REAL EVIDENCE against Neonicotinoid 
Insecticides. 
  
  
  

BACKGROUND INFORMATION  ―  2009 and 2014 ― ONTARIO’S ANTI-PESTICIDE HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF ! Before 
joining the radical Green Party in 2015, Gord Miller WAS the environmental commissioner of Ontario who subversively 
conspired to impose reckless and arbitrary prohibition against neonicotinoid insecticides used by the agriculture industry. In 
2009, Gord Miller also conspired to impose reckless and arbitrary prohibition against pest control products used in the urban 
landscape. Nothing has changed since 2009 ! In 2009, Miller recklessly attacked the use of products in the urban landscape, 
and in 2014, he did so again against the agriculture industry. In 2014, Miller demanded the prohibition against neonicotinoid 
insecticides with false allegations that they were somehow leading to bee colony collapse disorder. In fact, NO ONE can 
prove that there is a bee crisis with neonicotinoid insecticides. There is NO evidence to suggest a link between neonicotinoid 
insecticides and bee colony collapse disorder. Additionally, Miller demanded prohibition with PREPOSTEROUS AND 
UNSCIENTIFIC COMPARISONS to DDT. In fact, there is absolutely NO comparison between neonicotinoids and DDT ! 
Furthermore, Miller’s demands for prohibition were contradicted by his own boss, Premier Kathleen Wynne. There is NO bee 
crisis according to Ontario Premier Wynne, who has stated that many bee-keeping operations have NOT been affected and 
have been able to maintain strong and healthy bee colonies, as evidenced by hive strength and honey production. 



http://wp.me/p1jq40-7Mw However, there IS a bee crisis with negligent and incompetent bee-keepers. In fact, the principal 
problem is varroa mites, combined with mis-management practices perpetrated by bee-keepers themselves. 
http://tinyurl.com/ktw2wwn http://wp.me/p1jq40-7OD http://wp.me/p1jq40-6WJ http://wp.me/p1jq40-70c 
http://tinyurl.com/lnbsef2 http://tinyurl.com/qzjr6sm Any significant bee losses are, in fact, the fault of the bee-keepers and 
their mis-management practices. Many bee-keepers are simply negligent and incompetent. They are responsible, and NOT 
neonicotinoid insecticides. These insecticides DO NOT harm bees. Their prohibition will NOT save bees. 
http://tinyurl.com/pxqzh6m For more information about GORD MILLER, go to … http://wp.me/p1jq40-8wd For more 
information regarding BEES, go to The Pesticide Truths Web-Site ... http://wp.me/P1jq40-2BA http://wp.me/p1jq40-6WJ 
http://wp.me/p1jq40-6H8 

  
  
  

BACKGROUND INFORMATION  ―  On the issue of DDT, in 1970, the U.S. National Academy of Sciences summed up the 
situation with the following excerpt from their book Life Sciences.  ―  «  To only a few chemicals does man owe as great a 
debt as to DDT.  [ … ]  In little more than two decades.  DDT has prevented 500 million human deaths, due to MALARIA, 
that otherwise would be inevitable.  »  Additionally, the removal DDT has KILLED MILLIONS OF PEOPLE.  According to 
scientist and popular author Michael Crichton, arguably, the greatest tragedy of the Twentieth Century was the removal of 
DDT.  DDT was the best insecticide for the control of mosquitoes.  Despite views to the contrary, NO OTHER products were 
as efficient, or as safe.  Since the removal of DDT, it has been estimated that thirty to fifty million people have died 
unnecessarily from the effects of malaria.  Sadly, removing DDT has KILLED MORE PEOPLE THAN HITLER.  Before the 
removal of DDT, malaria had become almost a minor illness, with only fifty thousand deaths per year throughout the world.  
According to the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, in 1970, only a few chemicals does man owe as great a debt as to 
DDT.  In little more than two decades DDT prevented 500 million human deaths, due to MALARIA, that otherwise would 
have been inevitable.  For the whole truth regarding DDT, go to The Pesticide Truths Web-Site  ...   http://wp.me/P1jq40-
1I5    

  
  
  
―――――――――――――――――――― 
  
  
  
The Catholic Women’s League of Canada 
  

SIX   ―   YOU SILLY LUNATICS   ―   YOU DO NOT DESERVE A CHARITY 
TAX-EXEMPT STATUS 
  
  
The Catholic Women’s League of Canada are Silly Lunatics who ILLEGALLY 
INTERFERE IN PARTISAN POLITICS AND PUBLIC POLICY, and consequently 
are IN VIOLATION OF TAXATION LAWS. 
  
There is no other choice but to COMPLAIN ABOUT THIS ORGANIZATION BY 
CONTACTING BUSINESS, FUND-RAISING, GOVERNMENT, and TAXATION 
AGENCIES !   http://wp.me/P1jq40-1PE    
  
The Catholic Women’s League of Canada’s NON-PROFIT CHARITY STATUS 
WILL BE INVESTIGATED AND HOPEFULLY REVOKED. 
  



The Catholic Women’s League of Canada’s SUBVERSIVE CONSPIRACY 
CAMPAIGNS AND POLITICAL INTERFERENCE SERVE ABSOLUTELY NO 
USEFUL PURPOSE TO SOCIETY. 
  
The Catholic Women’s League of Canada deserves the SPOTLIGHT OF 
SCRUTINY and the TERROR OF CANADA REVENUE AGENCY. 
  
  
  

BACKGROUND INFORMATION  ―  Anti-Pesticide & Environmental-Terrorist Organizations that are TAX-EXEMPT are 
LAUGHING ALL THE WAY TO THE BANK  ―  TAX-FREE !  According to laws that govern Canada Revenue Agency, CHARITY 
TAX-EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS are allowed to devote only a SMALL FRACTION of their resources to POLITICAL ACTIVITY, 
although they can NEVER BE PARTISAN.  It is believed that Anti-Pesticide & Environmental-Terrorist Organizations ought to 
be INVESTIGATED by Taxation Agencies in both the United States and Canada.  ANY information concerning the activities of 
these organizations should be recorded and relayed to local government or taxation offices in order to assist with 
investigation.  STOP Anti-Pesticide & Environmental-Terrorist Organizations !  RAT THEM OUT through the appropriate 
COMPLAINT CHANNELS.  Demand a REVOCATION of their organizations’ REGISTERED CHARITY TAX-EXEMPT STATUSES !  
If these organizations want to operate as Anti-Pesticide & Environmental-Terrorists, their CHARITY TAX-EXEMPT STATUS 
SHOULD BE REVOKED.  For example, Greenpeace has LOST ITS CHARITY STATUS in several jurisdictions, including Canada, 
and has been told to STAY OUT OF COUNTRIES, like India.   http://tinyurl.com/pn9nh45   http://tinyurl.com/okcvrl3   
http://wp.me/p1jq40-8MM   http://wp.me/p1jq40-8xY   http://tinyurl.com/my8s4ut   Contact the Authorities, and 
COMPLAIN, COMPLAIN, and COMPLAIN !   http://wp.me/P1jq40-1PE   DEMAND A REVOCATION OF THEIR REGISTERED 
CHARITY TAX-EXEMPT STATUS !  NO MORE FREE-MONEY FOR TERRORIST ACTIVITIES !  

  
  
  
―――――――――――――――――――― 
  
  
  
The Catholic Women’s League of Canada 
  

SEVEN   ―   YOU SILLY LUNATICS   ―   YOU ARE RECKLESS ! 
  
  
To The Catholic Women’s League of Canada  ― 
  
All of your Silly Lunatic statements and activities are being archived for the 
purpose of GOVERNMENT INVESTIGATION, or TO HAVE YOUR BRAINS SUED 
OUT.   http://wp.me/p1jq40-33F    
  
If PROHIBITION is ARBITRARILY IMPOSED against Neonicotinoid 
Insecticides, you will be HELD ACCOUNTABLE for the CARNAGE INFLICTED 
BY BUSINESS DESTRUCTION AND BUSINESS FAILURES since ANTI-
PESTICIDE PROHIBITION will ANNIHILATE the Agriculture Industry, just like 
it ANNIHILATED the Professional Lawn Care Industry.   
http://wp.me/P1jq40-43B    
  



The Catholic Women’s League of Canada is composed of Silly Lunatics 
because its actions are marked by EXTREME RECKLESSNESS.  
  
NO ONE WANTS #@!!% PESTICIDE-HATING LUNATICS !  
  
Thank you for drawing attention to yourselves. 
  
The Catholic Women’s League of Canada has now been listed among the 
PROMINENT ANTI-PESTICIDE & ENVIRONMENTAL-TERRORIST 
ORGANIZATIONS.   http://wp.me/P1jq40-48S    
  
You deserve the SPOTLIGHT OF SCRUTINY and the TERROR OF THE 
COURTS. 
  
Have a nice day. 
  
  
  

BACKGROUND INFORMATION  ―  We are the National Organization Responding Against HUJE that conspire to destroy the 
Green space and other industries ( NORAH G ).  As a non-profit and independent organization, we are environmentalists 
who are dedicated to reporting about NON-EXPERT PESTICIDE-HATING FANATICS, as well as the work of RESPECTED and 
HIGHLY RATED EXPERTS who promote ENVIRONMENTAL REALISM and PESTICIDE TRUTHS.   http://wp.me/p1jq40-8DV   
Get the latest details at   http://pesticidetruths.com/   WILLIAM H GATHERCOLE AND NORAH G    

  
  
  
―――――――――――――――――――― 
  
  
 


